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We are for You,by You and with You.
For You we want to last and to develop.
For You – our Customers.
Your satisfaction is our utmost priority. There are numerous satisfied C ustomers, not only in Poland
but worldwide.
Your wishes and comments have guided us and will always continue to guide us in our activities. The new
and better products constitute the effect of attentive follow up to your needs – the needs of our Customers.
The professionalism of our activities has been appreciated by independent experts in this branch of business.
The numerous awards, medals, distinctions and certificates granted to us by various specialist circles
are testimony to this fact.
We are proud and extremely happy that our efforts, aimed at our Customers’ satisfaction, have been appreciated
by the consumers, by the market and by the entire branch.
We have been working on continuous enhancement of the quality of our services for many years
and on the improvement of our products. We raise the bar every year. We work hard to be better and better.
Today we want to sincerely thank You. Because thanks to You we are great. We do trust that we will jointly take
care of the Kwazar trademark, so that it continues to last and is always associated with high quality
and state-of-the-art technology.
Wishing many successes to our Customers, we remain,
Yours faithfully
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MercuryPRO+
Manual sprayers

Small
professional
sprayers

capacity

0.5 L

1.0 L

weight

0.13 kg

0.17 kg

height with palette

180 cm

182 cm

packing

648 pcs/palett

390 pcs/palett

MercuryPRO+ 0.5 L (101-6130-01-0000)

Unique double-action trigger head means a constant, fine
spray with half the effort. The essential seals are resistant to
most commonly used chemicals.
The Cleaning Line family of Mercury PRO+ manual
sprayers is a series of small professional sprayers, ranging
from 0.5L to 1.0L for washing and cleaning. They are mainly
earmarked for home use but also, e.g. in filling stations
or in medical facilities. They are simple to use and very
eﬃcient. Their high quality and Viton seals guarantee faultfree operation.

MercuryPRO+ 1.0 L (102-6130-01-0000)

Available colour coding
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VenusPRO+

Compression sprayers

(203-6030-01-0000)

VenusPRO+ 2.0 L

(202-6030-01-0020)

VenusPRO+ 1.5 L

(201-6030-01-0010)

VenusPRO+ 1.0 L

Small
professional
compression sprayers

Pro+ sprayers contain features specifically designed
to enhance their value to the professional cleaning market.
The family of Venus PRO+ compression sprayers
is a series of small professional sprayers, ranging from 1.0L
to 2.0L for aplication and cleaning. They are mainly earmarked
for home use but also, e.g. in filling stations or in medical
facilities. They are simple to use and very eﬃcient.
Like their manual brother Mercury, their high quality and
Viton seals guarantee fault-free operation.

capacity

1.0 L

1.5 L

2.0 L

weight

0.45 kg

0.50 kg

0.60 kg

height with palette

184 cm

184 cm

169 cm

max working pressure

0.2 MPa

0.2 MPa

0.2 MPa

packing

288 pcs/palett

240 pcs/palett

192 pcs/palett
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OrionPRO+

Compression sprayers

(312-6030-01-0000)

OrionPRO+ 12.0 L

OrionPRO+ 9.0 L
(306-6030-01-0000)

OrionPRO+ 6.0 L

(303-6030-01-0000)

OrionPRO+ 3.0 L

The Orion PRO+ is a series of professional, fault-free
and easy-to-operate compression sprayers from Cleaning
Line, with a capacity ranging from 3.0L to 12.0L. They turn
out to be suitable for tough conditions, where precision and
safety are necessary. They have been created for the most
demanding users. The Orion PRO+ are mainly earmarked
for such jobs as, e.g., in car washes (application of cleaning
agents and detergents), in mechanical workshops (removal
of leakages and chemical contaminations), for disinfection,
pest control and rat extermination, in the building industry
(impregnation, painting), in the food industry, medicine and
other branches of industry which require the use of chemical
compounds (including very aggressive ones). The special
features of the PRO+ series are due to use of Viton seals.
Sprayers of the Orion PRO+ series are equipped with
a safety valve, moreover, high quality materials and a tankstabilizing base (a ring) provide an additional guarantee
of safety. Orion PRO+ sprayers are equipped with a 35
cm long lance, handle with pressure gauge, carrying
strap with shoulder pad and a funnel with strainer
for convenient pouring of chemical agents. A volume scale
on the tank enables precise measurement of liquids used.

(309-6030-01-0000)

Perfect tool
for
professionalists!

HermesPro+
capacity

2.0 L

weight

1.4 kg

max working pressure

0.35 MPa

3.0 L

6.0 L

9.0 L

12.0 L

weight

1.9 kg

2.3 kg

2.6 kg

2.9 kg

height with palette

185 cm

185 cm

184 cm

184 cm

max working pressure

0.35 MPa

0.35 MPa

0.35 MPa

0.35 MPa

packing

40 pcs/palett

40 pcs/palett

35 pcs/palett

35 pcs/palett

(501-6030-20-0010)

capacity

HermesPRO+ 2.0 L

OrionPro+
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NeptunePRO+

Compression sprayers

NeptunePRO+ 15.0 L (316-6030-01-0000)

Designed
for the
toughest of jobs!
The Neptune PRO+ knapsack sprayer is a professional device for handling the time consuming jobs of disinfection and pest control. They are mainly earmarked for the
application of liquid chemical agents.
The Neptune PRO+ is convenient and ergonomic.
It is user friendly, e.g. it can be operated either with the right
or the left hand (the pump). Comfort at work is additionally
provided by the tank’s thermal insulation from the back
and the possibility of individual adjustment of the height
of tank suspension.
All Neptune PRO+ components are made of highly
durable and chemically resistant materials (Viton seals).
The unique design of the sprayer and the pump unit hidden
inside it guarantee safety and constant pressure in the lance,
necessary for jobs which require a very precise spraying
stream. The Neptune PRO+ tank of 15 liters capacity
does not have any opening below the level of the working
liquid which results in it being 100 percent leak-proof.
This feature is particularly important when executing jobs
using a very active chemical substance. The Neptune
PRO+ has a 1.2m long telescopic lance. The standard kit
includes a set of spare parts and an additional nozzle.
It is possible to connect additional elements of specialist
equipment to the Neptune PRO+. The Neptune PRO+
is used in tough conditions where fault-free operation and
eﬃciency are indispensable.

capacity

15.0 L

weight

4.3 kg

height with palette

184 cm

max working pressure

0.35 MPa

packing

30 pcs/palett
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NeptuneELPRO+
Electric sprayers

When access is diﬃcult or extra mobility is required, our
15l Neptune sprayers are unbeatable!
The Neptune EL PRO+ electric (battery-operated)
knapsack sprayer is used for doing time consuming jobs
of disinfection and pest control. It has been created for the
most demanding users and precise applications due to the
use of an electric pump.
The Neptune EL PRO+ is a professional electric
sprayer for special and long jobs, in particular in closed
facilities. It is earmarked for the application of liquid active
chemical preparations.
The Neptune EL PRO+ sprayers are exceptionally
quiet and eﬃcient. They are equipped with a 12V D.C.
electric motor of 36W output, pump of 1L/min capacity and
rechargeable gel battery of 7.2Ah capacity. One battery
charge enables approx. 150 liters of liquid to be sprayed
out. A visual indicator displays low charge of the battery.
The Neptune EL PRO+ sprayers are equipped with a
15-liter tank, 1.2 m long telescopic lance, an overﬂow valve
protecting the pump from overloading and an additional
protective device preventing accidental switching on during
transportation or storage. The standard kit includes a set of
spare parts and a battery charger.
It is possible to connect additional elements of specialist
equipment to the Neptune EL PRO+. The Neptune
EL PRO+ is widely used in specific and tough conditions
where fault-free operation, precision and eﬃciency are
indispensable.
capacity

15.0 L

weight

6.5 kg

height with palette

184 cm

max working pressure

0.4 MPa

packing

30 pcs/palett

NeptuneELPRO+ 15.0 L (317-6235-01-0000)

Now,
spraying becomes
even easier!
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CyclopePRO+

Electric sprayers

CyclopePRO+ 20.0 L (621-62535-01-0000)

Professional
electric
sprayer
The Cyclope PRO+ is an electric sprayer
for handling the time consuming jobs of disinfection
and pest control. It has been created for the most demanding
users (with the use of an electric pump).
The Cyclope PRO+ is a professional electric sprayer
for special jobs in closed facilities (owing to the use of an
electric motor). It is mainly earmarked for the application of
liquid chemical preparations.
The Cyclope PRO+ sprayers are equipped
with a wheeled trolley, 20-liter tank, 12V D.C. electric
motor of 36W output, pump of up to 1.6 L/min capacity
and rechargeable gel battery of 7.2Ah capacity. One charge
enables approx. 240 liters of liquid to be sprayed out.
A visual indicator displays low charge of the battery.
The Cyclope PRO+ sprayers are equipped
with a 1.2 m long telescopic lance, an overﬂow valve
protecting the pump from overloading and an additional
protective device preventing accidental switching on during
transportation or storage. The standard kit includes a set
of spare parts and a battery charger.
It is possible to connect additional elements of specialist
equipment to the Cyclope PRO+. The Cyclope PRO+ is
widely used in specific conditions where fault-free operation
and eﬃciency are indispensable.

capacity

20.0 L

weight

18 kg

max working pressure

0.4 MPa
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AccessoriesPRO+

Various additional accessories connected to the sprayer
shorten working time, improve work eﬃdency
and make work easier and more comfortable.

Nozzle adapter
(VenusPRO+)

Foaming nozzle

Extension Nozzle (VenusPRO+)

(200-4231-70-0000)

Lance ending unit

Safety valve (OrionPRO+)

(690-6315-40-0030)

(690-6315-40-0070)

Trigger Assembly
with Gauge (690-6315-40-0000)

Adjustable nozzle fit
(690-6315-40-0050)

Oring unit

Double Action Trigger
(100-5230-40-0000)

Pomp valve cones

Hose assembly

1.5m (690-6315-40-0100)
4.5m (690-6315-40-0110)

Pump assembly (690-6315-40-0010)

0.35m Lance (690-6315-01-0010)

0.60m Mini Lance (690-6315-01-0020)

1.2m Lance (690-5315-40-0040)

(690-6315-40-0090)
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World of Kwazar

For more information visit our website
www.kwazar.com.pl
and see our gardening catalogue

Created especially fo

r gardening

Created especially for cleaning

Kwazar Corporation Sp. z o.o.
ul. Chełmońskiego 144, 96-313 Jaktorów, POLAND
tel. +48 46 856 40 30, fax +48 46 856 41 33
sales@kwazar.com.pl, www.kwazar.com.pl

